UbiCC Journal exhibits many conferences a year. The calendar of conferences includes Trade Shows, Book Fairs, Conferences and Exhibits throughout the world.

From local meetings to international conferences, UbiCC offers you access to a conference community that will help you meet your professional goals. UbiCC sponsors multiple conferences and meetings and is involved in the technical program development of events around the world.
Technology at work for you

CONNECTING YOUR CONFERENCE TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES YOU NEED

Network with your peers and enhance your career. Whether looking for your industry’s hottest topics, the latest research breakthroughs and innovations, short courses on changing technologies, or vendor exhibits of new commercial products and services, UbiCC has it covered.

Find the conferences that meet your needs with the UbiCC Conference Search, where you can search by date, location, or UbiCC sponsor. Search results link to conference websites, and special issue with UbiCC for technical program, registration and additional information.

Conferences offer a unique opportunity for developing a wide range of professional relationships. Expert panels, presentations, key note speeches, exhibits and social events all provide an opportunity to interact with the leaders and innovators in your field of interest.

flexible solutions for your conference needs

PRESENT AND PUBLISH

Whether your paper is focused on research and development, or engineering and implementation, UbiCC has the right forum for your work. For upcoming submission opportunities, check the Call for Paper deadlines.

- Selected papers from UbiCC authorized conferences

BE A LEADER

As an UbiCC conference organizer you can connect with others in your profession, make new contacts, and contribute to your field of interest.

Have you identified a need for a conference in an emerging technology, looking to help bridge the gap between research and development and engineering and implementation? Become a conference organizer and make a difference.

ABOUT US

The papers of original research and innovative applications from all parts of the world are welcome. The papers for publication in UbiCC are selected through rigorous peer reviews to ensure originality, appropriateness, significance, and readability.

SCOPE

The Journal aims to provide an environment in which ideas and research can be presented, discussed and criticized so that best practice can be assimilated into the new curricula of schools, colleges and universities. For further details contact: info@ubicc.org

EDITORIAL BOARD

The editorial board of Ubiquitous computing and communication Journal consists of leading specialists of the field from the globe.